SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

TRUSTED
TO CONNECT
YOU SAFELY
The Vidicue service has seen unprecedented demand and a massive surge
in usage. This is primarily due to the increasing numbers of organisations
seeking a secure and trusted video communication solution, specifically for
authenticated participants.
Vidicue meets this requirement, as every external user has to authenticate online
prior to being admitted into the lobby.
The platform provides end-to-end encryption and seamless connectivity,
making it an assured choice for organisations needing to communicate securely,
uphold trust and meet expectations.
Vidicue offers a complete online video meeting platform that will verify and
manage all your meetings securely, addressing organisational concerns such as
data privacy (GDPR).

“

Vidicue offers a
complete online
video meeting
platform that will
verify and manage all
your meetings securely

What is Vidicue?
A secure, authenticated and end-to-end encrypted
video communications platform.
The authentication process solves the issue of communicating over video with
external parties where privacy is paramount, especially when people have not
previously met one another.
Vidicue provides a dual layer of trust via an online authentication process,
reassuring participants that all members of the meeting are legitimate.
Privacy laws are stringent. Breaches could cause negative publicity, fines and
loss of trust for organisations; Vidicue mitigates these risks. The platform is
suitable for all verticals, in particular regulated industries such as Government,
Corporate Enterprises, Finance and Healthcare where high security and trust are
important.
Vidicue is already well adopted and used in multiple verticals, such as in
healthcare by practitioners and patients in hospitals and community clinics.
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How does Vidicue work?
Vidicue is an agnostic platform and
very easy to implement across any
organisation type. It’s highly flexible,
scalable and customisable.

making the meeting highly secure.
The agent is also required to
authenticate, providing a dual layer
of trust.

Vidicue takes care of the call flow by
providing an online portal, where
lobbies can be created with virtual
waiting rooms.

Additional clients, all of whom will be
required to authenticate, can join the
meeting, including partners, family
members, interpreters or specialist
practitioners.

“

Integration within organisations is
easy. Only the meeting link to the
lobby needs to be shared during the
appointment. Any existing meeting
booking system can be used.

Vidicue takes care of
the call flow with virtual
waiting rooms.

Clients (e.g. patients) who want to
have a meeting are sent a link to the
meeting lobby. This prompts them to
download the Vidicue Meeting App
(IOS/Android/WIN/MacOS) and
authenticate their identity.
After successful authentication,
the client will end up in the virtual
waiting room. The agent (e.g.
healthcare practitioner) will then call
clients into their meeting room. This
is uniquely created at the start and
will be deleted moments afterwards,

Vidicue is also an ideal platform
for interactive public meetings.
All participants will be required to
authenticate, making them known to
the agent, so any undesirable
behaviour can be addressed.
Additionally, an optional payment
module is available, where attendees
can pay upfront for a meeting or
consultation.

I need Vidicue because I would like to…
•

Meet people/parties I don’t know

•

Share sensitive or private information

•

Demonstrate a trusted and secure connection

•

Ensure organisational compliance on trust, data protection and privacy

•

Have many (ad-hoc) meetings via video and need the call-flow to be managed

•

Ensure multi-point secure video meetings

•

Have a secured payment portal for paid video meetings

Discover more
about how Vidicue
could work for you.

Benefits

Visit us at

•

Secure, encrypted and authenticated

•

Dual layer of trust

•

Flexible B2B and B2C video meetings

•

Sustainable and efficient meetings without travel

•

Agnostic platform

•

Complies with GDPR/ privacy laws

vidicue.com
Contact us at
info@vidicue.com
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